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HEALTH FOOD CHAIN GETS A COVID BOUNCE

DAVID CUMMINGS

Holland & Barrett’s status as
an essential retailer helped
the health food store to
weather the worst of last
year’s coronavirus
lockdowns and almost
double its pre-tax profits,
writes Conor McMahon.
Newly filed accounts for
the chain’s Irish business
show that it recorded a
pre-tax profit of
€13.3 million in the year to
the end of September last
year. The company’s
turnover grew from
€49.7 million to €52.7 million
during the 12-month period.
In a note accompanying
the financial results the
company said that Covid-19
had not had a significant
impact on its trading and
that it had not required
financial support.
“The vast majority of
Holland & Barrett stores
remained open during the
lockdown due to ‘essential
retailer’ status,” the
company said. “There was
a significant shift in
customers’ shopping
behaviours during the first
lockdown with many
customers moving to online
shopping. Since [the first]
lockdown ended,
performance in stores
recovered significantly.”
Holland & Barrett, which
has enlisted the author and
online fitness coach Joe
Wicks, pictured, as a brand
ambassador, operated
62 locations across the
country during the last
financial year and employed
an average of 359 staff.
Fallout from Brexit was
identified as a potential
risk to the group, which sells
a range of vitamins, sports
nutrition supplements and
beauty products across the
UK, Ireland, Belgium and
the Netherlands.

A fund controlled by Macquarie, the
Australian investment bank, is on the
verge of closing a deal to buy 100 per cent
of Ireland’s largest waste company
Beauparc Utilities, valuing the group at
close to €1 billion.
The sale will create a big windfall for its
founder, Eamon Waters, and Blackstone,
an American private equity company.
Blackstone originally hired JP Morgan
late last year to scope out interest in its
37 per cent stake in the group, which
owns the waste operators Greenstar and
Panda. It was suggested that JP Morgan
had fielded close to 30 expressions of
interest from US, UK and European
private equity and infrastructure funds.
However, as the process progressed, a
full sale of the company was pursued.
Macquarie Infrastructure and Real
Assets, a unit of the Australian bank,
topped the bidding and is now expected
to enter exclusive talks to buy Beauparc.
Waters founded Panda in 1990 with

EML’s annual report for
last year reveals that it has
also “received protections
from the vendors [of PFS] to
cover any potential fines that
could ultimately be imposed
by . . . other regulatory
authorities or warranty
claims for conduct or issues
arising prior to EML’s
acquisition”.
The Sunday Times has
established that this includes
potential fines from the
Central Bank of Ireland,
which has raised significant

regulatory concerns about
anti money laundering
controls at PFS, precipitating
a 40 per cent slide in the
share price of its new
Australian parent.
EML and Noel Moran
declined to comment on
the indemnities.
In the past the Central
Bank has imposed hefty
fines when it uncovered
inadequate defences
against money
laundering. They included
penalties of €3.15 million

on Bank of Ireland,
€2.3 million on AIB,
€3.3 million on Ulster Bank
and €1.75 million on Western
Union, the money transfer
provider.
EML has hired Goldman
Sachs to help it deflect hostile
takeover approaches that
could be attracted by the
collapse in its share price,
according to the Australian
Financial Review.
Prepaid cards are a far too
flexible friend, page 2

Irish aircraft lessor Goshawk
is due to enter mediation with
the low-cost Indian carrier
SpiceJet after a
British court ruled in its
favour for claims amounting
to $25.5 million (€21 million)
on lease agreements for
three Boeing aircraft.
In a summary judgment
the UK’s commercial court
issued a short-stay order for
the parties to engage in talks
to resolve the dispute over
alleged outstanding
payments and interest for
one Boeing B737-800 and
two B737-8 Max aircraft, a
model that was effectively
grounded worldwide after
two fatal crashes.
Although the court agreed
that Goshawk was entitled to
the payments, Judge Julia
Dias said it was appropriate to
grant a stay of execution and

allow time for mediation,
partly because of SpiceJet’s
“parlous financial state”. She
said that requiring the airline,
whose business was struck by
Covid-19 travel restrictions
and the Max groundings, to
pay all outstanding payments
immediately “may well tip it
over the edge into insolvency
at the very time that there is
some small indication that it
may be able to trade its way
out of difficulty if given
enough time”.
Mediation is expected to
take place over the coming
weeks. Goshawk, headed
by Ruth Kelly, has a fleet of
222 jets, and is one of the
world’s top ten aircraft
lessors. It expanded
significantly in 2018 after a
deal to buy the Irish business
of Sky Leasing. Goshawk
reportedly recorded a pre-tax
profit of $148 million on sales
of $760.2 million in 2019.

Publicans have called time on
their credit union after
financial difficulties led to the
imposition of strict lending
limits by the Central Bank of
Ireland, writes Niall Brady.
VFI Credit Union, operated
for members of the Vintners’
Federation of Ireland and
their families, is merging with
the much larger Heritage
Credit Union based in
Rathfarnham, south Dublin.
The amalgamation will
receive financial backing
from the Irish League of
Credit Unions to bring VFI’s
regulatory reserve up to the
10 per cent minimum
required by the Central Bank.
Only three of Ireland’s 229
credit unions had failed to
meet the 10 per cent target by
September last year. VFI
members withdrew almost
€220,000 from their credit
union savings last year.
“VFI Credit Union has

experienced significant
viability issues over the last
number of years which it has
been unable to address as a
standalone credit union,” it
told members. “The board
believes that Heritage Credit
Union has the scale and
resources to be able to
provide a wider range of
products and services for
[VFI] members.”
Its deteriorating finances
led the Central Bank to issue
draconian restrictions in
March to protect members’
savings. This included a ban
on new loans that exceeded a
member’s savings by more
than €1,000.
Heritage was formed
through seven Dublin-based
mergers since 2015 that have
made it one of the country’s
largest credit unions with
assets of more than
€190 million and more than
43,000 members.
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Macquarie fund to
clean up with €1bn
Beauparc buyout
Brian Carey

Mediation ruling in Last orders for credit
airline payment row union of publicans
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Sale of Greenstar and
Panda parent to generate
huge profit for founder

PFS founders indemnify new owner
Noel and Valerie Moran have
indemnified EML Payments
for regulatory fines that may
arise from suspected
anti-money laundering lapses
at PFS Card Services, the
fintech company they sold to
the Australian group for
A$341 million (€216 million)
last year, writes Niall Brady.
The indemnity has already
cost the couple £1 million
(€1.2 million) in fines after the
UK’s payments regulator
found that PFS had
participated in a cartel.
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two waste collection trucks on land
adjoining his family’s filling station business in Beauparc, near Slane, Co Meath.
It became the country’s biggest waste
company when it acquired Greenstar in
2016. It has since expanded into the UK
market, largely through acquisition, and
made its first move on to continental
Europe in 2018 when it bought Renes, a
Dutch waste and recycling business. The
group also operates in the electricity and
waste business through the Panda brand.
Blackstone only took its equity stake in
the group in February 2019, with a view
to further driving the group acquisition
programme.
Beauparc’s stated ambition is to
become a significant utility provider in
Ireland and the UK, and “gain a greater
presence in European markets”.
Aside from acquisitions, Beauparc
invested €26.4 million in capital projects
in 2019 and has continued to invest
heavily, particularly in recycling and
waste recovery businesses.
This year the company will open a
new £30 million (€33 million) recycling
facility in Lincolnshire, which will be
operated by its Mid UK subsidiary. It is
also close to completing a new £30 million plastics recycling facility in Leicestershire. In Ireland it has plans to build

the country’s first dedicated “bottle-tobottle” plastic-recycling facility in Portlaoise, Co Laois, at a cost of €20 million.
The €1 billion-plus price tag refers to its
enterprise value and will include any
borrowings in the business.
The sale is tapping into strong levels of
investor interest in the waste recycling
sector internationally.
Pennon Group, a British water company, offloaded Viridor, its waste and
recycling business, to the US private
equity group Kohlberg Kravis Roberts
last year for £4.2 billion. The deal was
completed at a valuation of 18.5 times
earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (ebitda), which
would underpin a valuation of just over
€1 billion for Beauparc.
Canada’s GFL Environmental, one of
the largest waste firms in North America,
has almost doubled in value since it
floated on the stock market early last
year.
Beauparc did not comment when
contacted this weekend.
The company employs more than
3,200 people across 51 sites in Ireland,
Britain and the Netherlands.
Waters, 60, also has interests in property in Ireland, largely in hotels and
retail.
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RURAL
RETREAT
Remote workers will get state aids
to move to the country. Niall Brady
speaks to five business owners who
have happily abandoned city life

CONNECTIONS IN YEATS COUNTRY

DESIGN STUDIO CARVES A NICHE IN THE STICKS

6 Urban dwellers were promised relocation grants
and tax breaks last week to encourage them to
repopulate regional towns and villages. Many are
likely to end up as accidental business owners
because of a lack of career opportunities in rural
Ireland. Martha Kearns and Ciarán Byrne set up
StoryLab, a content and public relations agency,
after giving up jobs in journalism in Dublin to move
to Sligo. Broadband is a big headache. “It’s perfect
at our office in Sligo town but rubbish at our home
15km away, from where we’ve been trying to work
during lockdown,” Kearns said.
StoryLab was supported by local agencies such
as the innovation centre at the Institute of
Technology Sligo. “We were bowled over by the
welcome, ” Kearns said. “There was real
excitement to see a media start-up in the region.”

6 Leo Scarff repositioned his design studio towards
local customers and suppliers after several years of
commuting between his original base in Dublin and
his new home near Manorhamilton, Co Leitrim.
Participating in local development organisations
helped him to build new business links.
“You must jump in and get involved to meet new
clients and to make friends,” said Scarff, a specialist
in custom-made lighting and furniture. “I did a lot of
research to find local firms that could provide the
wood processing and metal work I need.”
His native clients include the Cavan Digital Hub, a
likely template for 400 similar centres planned by
the government as part of its push for rural
regeneration. “You can operate from anywhere you
like, even a very remote location, if you have the
right transport and communications links,” he said.

WENN

Conor McGregor may have lost his last fight back in
January, but his Proper No Twelve whiskey brand
has been a knockout success, writes Brian Carey

F

or all Conor McGregor’s unsavouriness, somebody somewhere within his organisation
clearly has a sharp business
brain. When the mixed martial
artist started looking at selling
his own whiskey in 2017, he
hired a fellow UFC fighter with
a business degree to talk to
suppliers. Pretty soon the
McGregor team, led by manager Audie
Attar, resorted to one of business
guru Jim Collin’s guiding principles: first
who, then what.
A key to building a successful business
is getting the right people on the bus. For
McGregor’s Eire Born Spirits, which is in
the process of being sold to Mexican
drinks group Becle at a valuation of
more than $300 million (€255 million),
the drinks industry veteran Ken Austin
was definitely one of the right people.
Austin co-founded Avion, a brand of
tequila, in 2010. It rose to prominence
when it was written into the HBO series
Entourage. This was no tacky product
placement — the brand featured in the
plot. Doug Ellin, a friend of Austin, was
the creator of the show.
Austin then lent heavily on “cultural
adviser” and shareholder Jeezy, a rapper,
who flagrantly namechecked the brand
in the lyrics of a number of songs.
Pernod Ricard paid a reported
$100 million for an initial stake in Avion.
Months before Austin helped set up Eire
Born Spirits in 2018, he completed the
sale of Avion to Pernod. McGregor’s Eire
Born, owner of Proper No Twelve whiskey, also hired American drinks executive Brian Axelrod, who describes himself on Twitter as a “glue guy that makes
the important introductions. Big Cat”.
Axelrod spent four years at Bacardi’s
fast-selling d’Usse cognac. There he
worked alongside the rapper Jay-Z, a
d’Usse spokesman and part-owner.
Celebrities and spirits are a familiar
mix. Actors Ryan Reynolds and George
Clooney respectively helped create and
sell Aviation gin ($660 million) and

Casamigos tequila ($1 billion) to Diageo,
while the rapper P Diddy popularised
Ciroc vodka and enjoys a healthy profitshare arrangement with Diageo. Yet
McGregor has broken new ground in
whiskey. Even local distillers, who painstakingly build up stocks and brands,
credit Eire Born Spirit’s rapid brand execution on McGregor’s Proper No Twelve.
“They did it all extremely well,” said Jack
Teeling, founder and managing director
of Teeling Whiskey Company.
The original deal signed with Becle,
maker of Jose Cuervo, the world’s biggest
tequila brand, in 2018 gave Eire Born
access to liquid — Becle owns the Bushmills distillery in Co Antrim — and a powerful route to market though Proximo,
Becle’s extensive distribution arm. The
rest was down to exploiting McGregor’s
fame and enormous presence on social
media. Austin recently said Irish whiskey
reminded him of tequila a decade ago. It
was, he says, “a category of one” with
“the 800lb gorilla” Jameson dominating.
This “left an awful lot of white space” to
exploit, he says. Austin sought out Attar
and McGregor, not the other way around.
Only launched in 2018, Proper No
Twelve last year leapfrogged established
players such as Paddy and Powers to get
into the top four Irish whiskey brands
behind Jameson, Tullamore Dew and
Bushmills. It shipped 213,000 cases in the
year ending June 2020, substantially lagging behind market leader Jameson’s
eight million cases. Still, the growth of
Proper No Twelve, named after the postcode of McGregor’s home Dublin suburb
of Crumlin, has surprised.
Michael Keyes, chief executive of
Proximo, estimates Proper No Twelve
accounted for up to 38 per cent of the
growth in Irish whiskey sales in America
last year. “It is a phenomenal brand,” he
told analysts in February. “It’s the fastestgrowing brand in the dynamic Irish
whiskey category. And it’s just been a
very, very good brand for us.”
Keyes lauds Eire Born for “aggressively” promoting its product. McGregor

McGregor uses
his fame and
huge presence
on social media
to promote
Proper
No Twelve

Clooney sold
his Casamigos
tequila brand
to Diageo;
below, from left,
Reynolds and
rapper Jeezy

A proper

killing

BoyleSports takes punt
on Tote UK boss Kemp
Brian Carey
BoyleSports, the country’s
second largest bookmaker,
has headhunted Mark Kemp,
managing director of the Tote
UK, to become its chief
executive.
Kemp, previously
managing director of
Ladbrokes Coral, is to take
over from Conor Gray, who
will assume the role of
commercial director.
Kemp has a background in
online operations, previously
running Ladbrokes Coral’s
digital business. With Tote UK
for almost two years, he
overhauled its digital offering,
rebranded the business and
was instrumental in
cementing a strategic alliance
between the Tote in the UK
and in Ireland.
“There are few people
within the industry with
Mark’s digital leadership

expertise, which is a critical
channel of growth for
BoyleSports,” John Boyle, the
bookie’s founder and
chairman, said.
Gray will continue to work
on expansion opportunities
“across the globe”, Boyle
said. The founder added that
Gray, his son in law, had
made an “invaluable
contribution” to the business,

Kemp: expansion plans

expanding the bookmaker’s
retail estate by 150 shops and
increasing activity on its
website by 100 per cent in his
five years at the helm.
Despite widespread
closures, which were due to
the pandemic, BoyleSports
has continued to add to its
retail estate, acquiring six
betting shops in Northern
Ireland from HughesBet. It
purchased 35 shops from
William Hill in January 2020,
most of them in the north.
Kemp said that the
BoyleSports role “provides an
excellent opportunity to lead
an already strong, well
performing business, with its
own technology and very
experienced teams”.
Tote UK offers pool betting
at 60 racecourses in Britain
and operates more than 500
shops in the UK. BoyleSports
has 350 betting shops in the
UK and Ireland.

has shamelessly touted the whiskey at
UFC press conferences, on talk shows
such as Jimmy Fallon’s The Tonight Show
and Conan, and across social media,
where the fighter has about 50 million followers. Jameson has about 40,000 followers on Twitter; Proper No Twelve has
89,000 and McGregor personally has 8.5
million. “Trying to sign up consumers to
a drinks social media feed is hard work —
it involves tastings or recruiting fans at

Bank rally boost Beauparc set to sweep up
for state’s coffers Monaghan waste operator
Niall Brady
A stock market rally sparked
by the impending closure
of Ulster Bank added
€600 million over the past
year to the value of the state’s
holdings in AIB, Bank of
Ireland and Permanent TSB,
according to new figures from
the Department of Finance.
Despite the windfall, a
€5.6 billion shortfall remains
on the €29.4 billion that the
state pumped into the sector
to save it from collapse during
the banking crisis. The banks
have returned €19.2 billion to
the exchequer through fees
and asset sales.
The state had a brief
opportunity to recover its
entire investment in 2017
when it successfully floated
29 per cent of AIB on the
stock market. Bank
valuations have collapsed
since then, although the

sector has rebounded
strongly since February,
when Ulster Bank confirmed
that it is to be wound down.
In an annual assessment
of the three banks, the
Department of Finance said
that, because of their
depressed share prices,
“dividends and return of any
excess capital becomes very
important”. It added that the
department was “keen to see
any surplus capital returned
as soon as possible”.
AIB will seek shareholder
approval at its forthcoming
annual meeting for a
programme of share
buybacks as the best way of
returning capital while its
share price is depressed.
European regulations
banned dividends last year as
an emergency measure to
force banks to conserve cash
during the pandemic. The
ban expires in September.

Beauparc Utilities, owner of
waste collection companies
Panda and Greenstar, has
moved to buy McElvaney’s
Waste & Recycling, one of the
largest waste operators in the
northeast, writes Brian Carey.
The proposed acquisition,
which is to be referred to the
Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission for
approval, would solidify
Beauparc’s standing as the
country’s biggest provider of
waste collection and
recycling services.
Monaghan-based
McElvaney’s purchased the
Dundalk-based waste
operator Ace Environmental
in 2016, and the combined
businesses are estimated to
have annual revenues of close
to €20 million.
With operations spread
across Cavan, Monaghan and
Louth, the McElvaney group
is estimated to serve up to

20,000 households and
nearly 3,000 commercial
customers.
McElvaney’s Waste &
Recycling, the Cavan and
Monaghan business, had
earnings before interest tax
depreciation and
amortisation of more than
€1.8 million in 2019.
Beauparc currently serves
close to 350,000 households
across its Greenstar waste
and Panda waste gas and
energy franchises, and the
management has a mediumterm target of 500,000
Beauparc,
founded by
Eamon
Waters, is to
solidify its
place as the
largest
waste firm
in Ireland

households. Blackstone,
which owns 37.6 per cent of
the waste group, recently
called in JP Morgan as an
adviser on a potential sale of
the business.
Beauparc, which is
majority-owned by the
businessman Eamon
Waters, is expected to be
valued at up to €1 billion.
While Beauparc has
been expanding rapidly in
the UK and in sectors such as
materials recovery and waste
to energy, its core domestic
Irish business remains an
important element of the
group.
Increasing its household
and commercial customer
base would offer an
opportunity to cross-sell its
Panda energy services, and
would also strengthen the
utility characteristics of the
business — a key driver of
valuations in the industry.
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GREEN SHOOTS FOR GARDEN CENTRE

FLOUR MILL OWNER GETS HELP WITH THE HARD GRIND

WESTPORT TECH FIRM KEEPS ON TRUCKING

6 Niall McAllister met Andrew Davidson after they
had moved to Ballymote, Co Sligo, where they set
up Quickcrop, an online garden centre selling to
Ireland and Britain. “All of our business costs —
land, staff, warehousing — are a lot lower than on
the east coast,” McAllister said. “The cost of living
is also a lot less. The local schools are very good,
so you don’t have to pay through the nose to have
your children educated.”
The downside is that incomes are also generally
lower. “It’s harder to make a living here,” McAllister
said. “The ideal combination would be to live here
while keeping your east coast salary by working
remotely.” He had no connections in the area when
he bought a house and eight acres of land in
Ballymote almost 20 years ago. “We’ve never been
treated as blow-ins. Everybody has been inviting.”

6 Lisa Larkin had no business
experience when she set up Durrow
Mills after calling time on the commute
from the family farm in Kilbeggan,
Co Westmeath, to her previous job as a
clinical embryologist
in Dublin, where she
grew up. Yet she
spotted a gap in the
market between the
processed flour used
in commercial baking
and gluten-free
alternatives. “I have to
cover a massive area
— Mullingar, Athlone,
Tullamore, Birr — to

6 Software supplier TruckScience is
based in Westport, Co Mayo, but could
operate from anywhere in the world.
“Our customers are in America,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and
South Africa,” said Sorcha O’Grady,
who runs the business with her husband
Jens Hellberg. “Our 15 employees live in
Ireland, Australia, South Africa, Czechia,
America, Nicaragua and Mexico.”
The couple chose Westport, voted
the best place to live in Ireland by The
Sunday Times, partly because O’Grady
is from nearby Louisburgh. “The only
slight downside is international travel,”
she said. “Most flights leave from Dublin
airport, more than three hours away.”

‘Amazon of
cars’ revs up
for $7bn US
Spac attack

music events or competitions,” said
Annette Kearney, founder of drinks
brand consultancy Brims and an experienced whiskey marketer. “With a celebrity, you are investing in access to an
astronomical communications channel.”
According to American analyst IWSR,
Irish whiskey drinkers in the US are
more likely to be male than female, and
are largely aged 25 to 34. That lands
right into the social media-loving UFC
demographic. Hispanic and African
Americans, among the biggest growth
drivers of Irish whiskey sales in America,
also tend to be big UFC fans.
The fighter also plays strongly on his
nationality. “If you were going to look up
Irish whiskey in the dictionary, there
would be a picture of Conor McGregor
there because he epitomis
epitomises what being
Irish is,” Austin told Vinepair
Vinepair, a drinks
website last year. For Teeling, piggy
piggybacking on a celebrity offers a short
shortcut
through the expensive storytelling and
brand-building required to launch a consumer product in a market as large as the
US. Teeling and most other Irish distillers
operate at the premium end of the market, and so are not direct competitors of
Proper No Twelve, which has performed
best in the off-licenc
off-licence or liquor store and
at a low price point of $30 a bottle.
“They weren’t chasing the whiskey
aficionados or purists,” Kearney said.
“Rather they took advantage of the fact
that there is a growing whiskey consumption among younger people, as well as
the regular whiskey punter, who probably just want to drink an affordable whiskey or drink it with a mixer.”
Teeling said Proper No Twelve proved
there is room to compete with Jameson.
Though it is also possible that Eire Born
Born’s
efforts may be expanding the appeal of
Irish whiskey rather than taking a big
chunk of sales off its rivals.
It is hard to say how much McGregor
has made from the deal. Becle took over
the distribution rights to Proper No
Twelve in 2018, and took an initial 20 per
cent stake. It then bought a further 29 per
cent stake at €55 million a year ago. Becle
said last week it was borrowing €127 million to part-finance the acquisition of the
remaining 49 per cent
cent, with the remainder of the consideration to be funded
from its cash resources, which stood at
more than €300 million at the year’s end.
In the case of Reynold
Reynolds’s Aviation gin
and Clooney’s Casamigos
Casamigos, the brands
were sold to Diageo for roughly 20 times
annual sales, though these were premium products. A standard blended
whiskey is not likely to attract the same
multiple. McGregor will still be the chief
beneficiary from the deal, and receive a
very large windfall.
Though the brands are designed to
outlive their celebrity association, Teeling expects McGregor to be a big part of
the marketing of Proper No Twelve for
time Becle, which paid €327 milsome time.
lion to buy out the Bushmills brand and
distillery from Diageo in 2014, will continue to run the risk of possible negative
fallout from the fighter’s behaviour.
Yet the brand has prospered despite
McGregor’s previous convictions, including a €1,000 fine for assaulting a man who
refused a shot of the whiskey in a Dublin
pub. Austin, meanwhile, is well advanced
on his next project, Teremana Tequila
Blanco, a premium tequila from Dwayne
“the Rock” Johnson. He is unlikely to
encounter pub brawls with the amiable
wrestler turned actor and family man.

Zoopla’s founder is back with an even
bigger plan. But can Cazoo go the
distance? By Sabah Meddings
Compare these businesses.
One sold 20,000 used cars in
the 14 months to February,
spending big sums on
marketing and delivering
them to customers’ doors.
The other sold 200,000 new
and used cars in 2019. It
didn’t have high marketing
costs, and customers came to
pick them up on forecourts.
The first, Cazoo, is set to be
valued at $7 billion
(€6 billion) in a New York
listing. The second, Lookers,
is unloved and valued at
£213 million (€250 million).
Alex Chesterman, the
LoveFilm and Zoopla founder
behind Cazoo, is convinced it
will get many times bigger.
Last week he described his
creation as “the Carvana of
Europe”, admitting he was
“largely copying” the US
$45 billion used-car site.
Chesterman, 51, with aims
for “the Amazon of cars”,
does not lack confidence, or
backers. Yet competitors

Alex Chesterman, the shirt
sponsor for Everton FC,
compares doubters to
those who said Blockbuster
would win against online
streamers
have begun to ask how a
business set up two years ago
— and which lost £88 million
last year on sales of £162
million — could be valued at
£5 billion, five months after
raising money at £2 billion.

PFS hit with €1m
fine for role in
‘payments cartel’
Irish founders
poised to recoup
€4.7m as penalty
comes in below
contingency set
aside in takeover

Conor McMahon
Prepaid Financial Services
(PFS), the payments company
founded by entrepreneurs
Noel and Valerie Moran, has
been fined up to €1 million
after allegations that it
participated in a cartel in
Britain with rival providers.
A provisional report
published last week by the
UK’s Payment Systems
Regulator alleged that PFS,
together with Mastercard,
Allpay, Sulion and APS, broke
competition law by agreeing
not to poach each other’s
customers or compete for

reach customers,” she said. “If I were
based somewhere else, I’d have more
customers in a smaller radius.”
Larkin belongs to Acorns, a network
for female entrepreneurs in rural areas.
“Isolation can be an
issue for those moving
from the city,” she said.
“You need a support
structure of likeminded people.”
She cannot imagine
living anywhere else.
“There are trade-offs
but, if you’re willing to
accept them, it’s a
fantastic way of life.”

He also faces competition,
and not just from oldfashioned forecourt dealers
such as Lookers. Rival online
used-car site Cinch was
launched five months ago by
the owner of We Buy Any Car
and BCA. “He’s a good
entrepreneur and he can
pitch an amazing story,” said
a senior industry source. “But
he’s not a digital disrupter.”
Cazoo promises to deliver
a used car to your home in a
Cazoo-branded van within
days. You even have a week to
send it back. Impressive as
the customer experience may
be, critics wonder whether
the rate of growth can justify
the valuation. Auto Trader,
with sales of £368.9 million in
the year to March 2020, is
worth £5.4 billion.
Cazoo aims to list in New
York via a Spac — a specialpurpose acquisition company
that raises money and lists on
the stock exchange before
finding a business to buy.
There have been
$170 billion worth of
Spacs floated in
America this year,
and an increasing
number have been
given a mandate
to hunt for tech
businesses in the
UK and Europe.
They offer
founders a
chance to tap into
big pools of capital,
with the promise of looser
rules than traditional listings
as well as bumper valuations.
After the furore over
Deliveroo, it is not difficult to
understand why Chesterman
opted for this route. Cazoo
will merge with Ajax I, a New
York-listed Spac founded by

contracts to provide pre-paid
cards to local authorities in
Britain.
These cards are used to
distribute welfare payments
to homeless people, victims
of domestic violence, asylum
seekers and “other
vulnerable members of
society”, the regulator said.
The alleged agreement
lasted from 2012 to 2018,
according to the regulator. It
also accused PFS and APS of
making a separate agreement
from 2014 to 2016 not to
target each other’s customers
when contracts were due for
renewal.
The regulator described
collusion in payments as
“absolutely unacceptable”.
A £5 million (€5.9 million)
contingency was set aside for
the fine when PFS founders
Noel and Valerie Moran sold
the business to EML
Payments for A$264.5 million
(€171 million) in 2019. The
Morans will now recoup

Critics ask if
its growth
can justify
the valuation
billionaire Dan Och and
backed by Kevin Systrom, the
co-founder of Instagram.
Used cars are seen as one
of the last markets yet to be
disrupted by the internet.
Chesterman thinks there is a
£480 billion opportunity in
Europe.
“Our model shows we will
get a 1 per cent share in
Europe in four years’ time,
and if we do, our business is
going to be the same size as
Carvana is today,” he said. To
those who raise eyebrows at
Cazoo’s valuation, he said:
“Valuations are a bet by
investors on the direction of

£4 million from the
company’s new Australian
owners.
The UK regulator findings
are still provisional and the
investigation is ongoing.
However, Mastercard, Allpay
and PFS have each admitted
involvement and agreed to
pay fines. If the regulator
ultimately concludes there
were competition law
infringements, the three
companies have agreed to

Valerie and Noel Moran
founded PFS in 2008

travel of a company . . . It’s
about what you’re going to do
in three or five years’ time.”
A key challenge that could
hamper growth is supply. In
its early days, almost all of
Cazoo’s vehicles were bought
at auction — mostly from BCA.
Sources suggested that Cazoo
still bought more than half
from this wholesaler. Yet
Chesterman insisted the
proportion from auction was
closer to 15 per cent. In the
next few months, Cazoo plans
to launch a service that will
buy second-hand cars direct
from consumers, reducing its
reliance on auctions.
This will put Cazoo into
head-to-head competition
with Constellation
Automotive Group, which
owns We Buy Any Car and
BCA, and is controlled by the
private equity firm TDR.
Cazoo’s listing in New York
marks Chesterman’s third
fortune. He made his first
when he sold film rental
business LoveFilm to
Amazon for £200
million. Then he
founded
property site
Zoopla, which
floated in 2014,
before being sold
four years later
to private equity
giant Silver Lake
for £2.2 billion.
Chesterman got more
than £100 million in that
deal — plus a reputation as
one of Britain’s most
successful entrepreneurs.
So when he began raising
money for Cazoo, the cash
came flooding in. Early
backers included Daily Mail
owner DMG Ventures,
Octopus and Stride. In

September, Cazoo raised a
further £240 million at a
£2 billion valuation. What
was not announced at the
time was that Chesterman
also sold £100 million of his
own shares, leaving him with
a stake of about 30 per cent.
Sources later said that
Chesterman had sold to
“make room for new laterstage investors”, such as
BlackRock. However, some
questioned why he would sell
shares months before listing
at a far higher valuation.
Chesterman’s remaining
stake is worth £1.3 billion.
Cazoo’s entrance is causing
ripples in the industry.
Andy Alderson, the chief
executive of vehicle-leasing
company Vanarama, said that
Cazoo’s speed of
development had been
“crazy”. It was “like jumping
off a cliff and then starting to
build a plane on the way
down,” he told trade site AM
Online last week.
Chesterman insists that
traditional showrooms are
not a threat. “We don’t need
this to be like LoveFilm,
where 100 per cent of the
market moves online. I’d be
very happy if 10 per cent
moves online. It’s such a huge
market, you can have an
enormous business with a
very small market share.”
After growing sales to
3,000 cars a month,
Chesterman has one
message to give his critics:
“I go back 18 years, when
people told me I was crazy
and Blockbuster would
definitely win in online film
rental. Five years later they
were bankrupt.”
Additional reporting:
Jamie Nimmo

pay collectively a maximum
fine of £32 million.
EML Payments told the
Sydney stock market last year
that the investigation was
ongoing but that PFS had
agreed to settle the matter
and would pay a maximum
fine of approximately
£920,000.
It said that PFS and EML
Payments had “worked
collaboratively with the
regulator to resolve this
issue”. It said £5 million was
withheld from the Morans,
referred to in the statement
as “the vendors”, to settle any
financial penalties arising
from the investigation.
“Given the penalty is below
the amount that had been
withheld, EML will return to
the vendors approximately
£4 million after deducting
legal costs incurred by June
30, 2021,” it said.
“At all times the vendors
have accepted responsibility
to resolve the issue and have

worked proactively with EML
since our acquisition of PFS.”
PFS, which provides
e-wallets, prepaid cards and
current accounts in the UK
and eurozone, was founded
by the Morans in 2008.
A spokeswoman for PFS
said Valerie Moran exited the
business last year while Noel
Moran exited in February.
She said their departures
were “always on the cards”
after the 2019 acquisition and
were “completely unrelated”
to the Payment Systems
Regulator investigation.
EML Payments purchased
PFS for A$264.5 million, a
discount of A$189.1 million on
the price that had originally
been announced in
November 2019.
The terms of the deal were
amended in March of last
year to reflect “the economic
reality of Covid-19 and the
need to have a strong balance
sheet with significant cash on
hand and nil net debt”.

Degrees of culpability among Davy consortium
Brian Carey Agenda

I

t’s hardly a case for Amnesty
International, yet there must be
a seething sense of injustice
circulating among certain members
of what is casually referred to as the
Davy 16. These are the investors
who bought Anglo Irish Bank bonds
from property developer Paddy
Kearney in 2014, a transaction that has
plunged the broker into crisis.
In truth, there is no Davy 16. More
accurately there is a Davy Five, a Davy
One and a Davy Ten. Among these three
cohorts there are degrees of culpability.
Complicity and consequence are far
from aligned — hence the grievance.
The Davy One is Tony O’Connor, a
bond dealer who was approached by
Kearney’s representative to find a buyer
for his Anglo bonds. The Davy Five are
former senior executives of the broker,
known internally as the G5: former chief
executive Tony Garry, then head of
private clients Brian McKiernan, deputy
chairman Kyran McLaughlin, head of

bonds Barry Nangle and equities boss
David Smyth. These men bought the vast
bulk of the bonds. The Davy Ten are
mostly individuals from the bond desk,
some junior, who were cut into the deal.
In its statement which accompanied
a record €4.1 million fine, the Central
Bank of Ireland refers to the one plus five
as the committee. The entire 16 are
referred to as the consortium. The
committee controlled the transaction.
Through an entity called the O’Connell
Partnership, it signed the deal with
Kearney. None of the ten was ever a
member of the O’Connell Partnership.
On behalf of the committee, not the
consortium, Davy wrote a cheque for
€2.3 million to CarVal to release security
over the Kearney bonds. A committee
member set up Kearney’s client account.
The committee decided that there
was no conflict of interest — which under
Mifid market regulations there clearly
was. A committee member pushed the
deal through the institutional trading
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platform, where it was less likely to be
scrutinised by the compliance team.
After the deal, there were two Davy
board reviews and a full Central Bank
investigation. Only the committee
members were ever interviewed.
Yet the ten now sit within the Davy 16
misnomer. Four lost their jobs when the
firm closed its bond desk after the
National Treasury Management Agency
whipped its business. The ten investors
did make a profit from the transaction,
but this is not a crime. The ten did not
individually seek approval for the bond
purchase. Yet such approval would have
been sought from members of the G5,
who presented the opportunity. So for
the ten, this deal was already approved.
The Central Bank does criticise
unspecified consortium members for
presenting the Davy “house view” on
the Anglo bonds to interested buyers,
without drawing a distinction between
their role as a broker and seller of the
bonds. The Central Bank regarded this

as “a serious example of a potential
conflict of interest”.
Scrambling to salvage its institutional
reputation, Davy and its acting boss
Bernard Byrne have thrown the entire
consortium under the bus, regardless
of culpability. The G5 will benefit
handsomely from the broker’s planned
sale. Other consortium members are a
way off retirement, and must seek to
make a living in an industry where their
reputation has been unfairly tarnished.
Byrne has promised a new era of
transparency. Perhaps he will reveal
who are being treated as good leavers: is
it the ones facilitating a sale of the
business, or the ones considered
dispensable?
eShop founder fashions a fortune
Tommy Kelly, one-time aspirant farmer
and truck business owner, is probably
the most powerful Irishman in world
fashion. He founded eShopWorld, a
global ecommerce partner to some of

America’s biggest fashion brands, such
as Nike and Calvin Klein. Kelly last week
sold his interest in eShop to majority
shareholder Asendia in a deal that values
the business at more than €1 billion.
Kelly’s unicorn has a lot in common
with another Irish-run ecommerce
facilitator, Stripe. They both started with
the same question: why isn’t buying stuff
over the internet easier? In 2010, when
Kelly set up eShop, simple transactions
were a leap of faith, took an age and
usually cost twice as much as expected.
Like the Collisons, the founders of
Stripe, Kelly had a singular mission: to
make buying online as seamless as
possible. When Asendia first took a stake
in eShop in 2014, it handled annual sales
of €12 million. This year, they will exceed
€1 billion. Strong online sales have been
a real driver of customer share prices.
No wonder the north Co Dubliner had
a hotline to the biggest names in fashion.
brian.carey@sunday-times.ie

